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ABSTRACT
In wireless netw orks, mobile hosts must update the netw ork
with their current location in order to get packets deliv ered.
P aging facilitates eÆcient pow ermanagement at the mo-
bile host by allowing the host to update the netw orkless
frequen tlyat the cost of providing the network with only
appro ximate location information.The netw ork determines
the exact location of a mobile host through paging before
deliv ering pac kets destined to the mobile host.In this pa-
per, we propose the concept of paging as an IP service. IP
paging enables a common infrastructure and protocol to sup-
port the di�erent wireless interfaces such as CDMA, GPRS,
wireless LAN, avoiding the duplication of several applica-
tion la yer paging implementations and the inter-operabilit y
issues that exists today. We presen t the design, implemen-
tation, and detailed qualitative and quantitative evaluation,
using measurements and simulation, of three IP-based pag-
ing protocols for mobile hosts.

1. INTRODUCTION
In net w orks that support mobility, the precise location of a
mobile host must be known before it can be delivered data.
There is a tradeo� between how closely the netw ork tracks
the current location of a mobile host,v ersus the time and
complexity required to locate a mobile host whose position
is not precisely known.

T racking the location of a mobile host is performed through
update procedures in which a mobile host informs the net-
w ork of its location at times triggered by movement, timer
expiration, etc. Locating a mobile host is performed through
search procedures whic hinclude paging the mobile host.
P aging t ypically includes transmitting a request for a mobile
host to a set of locations, in one of which the mobile host is
expected to be. This set of locations is called a paging area
and consists of a set of neighboring base stations.

A netw ork that supports paging allows the mobile hosts to
operate in t w o distinct states - anactive state in which the

mobile host is tracked at the �nest granularity possible such
as its curren t base station (resulting in no need for pag-
ing), and a standby state in which the host is tracked at a
m uch coarser granularity such as a paging area. The network
uses paging to locate the mobile host in standby state. The
mobile host updates the netw ork less frequently in standby
state (ev ery paging area change) than in active state (every
base station change). Since the power spen t in updating the
netw orkis an order of magnitude greater than the pow er
spen t in standby mode [20], battery pow er consumption at
the mobile host is reduced signi�cantly [19].

Th us,the main bene�t of providing apaging service is to
facilitate eÆcient power management at the mobile host.
The cost of paging is the complexity of the algorithms and
protocols required to implement the procedures, and the
dela y incurred in locating a mobile host before data can be
deliv ered.

Many researc h and standardization e�orts are underway to
integrate both indoor (LAN) and outdoor (WAN) wireless
access technologies over a common IP-based access network
[21] [22] [23]. This will allow more exibility in deploy-
ing equipment which may greatly reduce network operations
costs [24]. In addition, an IP-based access netw ork will be
able to support both voice and data services on a common in-
frastructure resulting in seamless support of services across
wired and wireless netw orks. These IP-based networks are
expected to be the basis for mature third and fourth gener-
ation wireless netw orks.

P aging service is available in wireless wide-area networks
(WAN) such as General P acket RadioService (GPRS) [3]
and CDMA data [2]. Wireless local area netw ork(LAN)
protocols such as IEEE 802.11 [4], also have the notion of a
power-save state [20]. Here the paging functionality is lim-
ited to waking the mobile host from power-save (standby)
state to activ e state at a single base station. The paging
architecture and protocols in each of these netw orks are
de�ned independently and do not inter-operate. This pre-
cludes seamless movement betw een local-area and wide-area
netw orks or bet w een wide-area netw orks of di�erent types.
An IP-based paging architecture is a key element that would
facilitate inter-operabilit ybetw een these di�erent wireless
networks.

Mobile IP [11], the mobility protocol for IP netw orks, cur-
rently does not support paging. The focus of this paper is
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on architectures and protocols for adding paging in IP net-
works that support mobility. Together, IP paging and IP
mobility will support the full functionality present in current
wide-area wireless networks, thereby serving as the basis for
eÆcient and cost-e�ective all-IP third and fourth generation
wireless networks.

An e�ective paging service should have the following charac-
teristics. First, it should be simple to implement. Second, it
should be exible in terms of supporting various update and
paging algorithms, and in terms of being compatible with ex-
isting IP mobility protocols. Third, it should be scalable to
large networks with large number of hosts. Fourth, it should
be eÆcient in terms of the amount of resources it requires to
execute (memory, processing power) and overhead it incurs
(number of messages, number of updates). Fifth, the paging
service must be reliable, because its failure may render op-
erational mobile hosts to become unreachable. Finally, ease
of deployment of the paging service is also important.

In this paper, we make three important contributions. First,
we propose paging as a novel IP layer service in order to
facilitate the deployment of a common, IP-based infrastruc-
ture for di�erent wireless networks such as GPRS, CDMA,
wireless LAN etc.

Second, we present the design of three paging architectures
and protocols. The �rst two, called Home Agent (HA) pag-
ing, Foreign Agent (FA) paging, are based on the archi-
tecture de�ned for Mobile IP [11] and its derivatives [12].
These protocols, like the systems on which they are based,
manage paging in a centralized and quasi-centralized man-
ner respectively. The third, called Domain paging, is a dis-
tributed approach that is still compatible with existing IP
mobility protocols. While these paging protocols determine
which network nodes initiate and process update and pag-
ing messages, algorithms are necessary to determine under
what condition updates occur and in what locations a mo-
bile host is paged. We implement three well-known paging
algorithms that demonstrate the exibility of our IP paging
architectures.

Third, we present a thorough characterization of the per-
formance of the di�erent paging protocols and paging algo-
rithms in terms of the six goals we outlined above. We use
the measurements obtained from our implementation and
real mobility traces as input to a simulator to study the be-
havior of IP paging under high load. We also use simple
analysis to characterize reliability.

The remaining sections are organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we describe three IP paging architecture and pro-
tocols. In Section 3, we describe three well-known paging
algorithms that we implemented using the Domain paging
protocol. In Section 4, we present the software architecture
of our implementation and highlight some issues in imple-
menting the Domain paging protocol in the FreeBSD oper-
ating system. In Section 5, we characterize the performance
of the di�erent paging protocols and algorithms using real
mobility traces and performance numbers from implementa-
tion. In Section 6, we discuss reliability aspects of the paging
protocols. In Section 7, we discuss related work and other
relevant issues. In Section 8, we present our conclusions.

handoff
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Figure 1: Mobile host state diagram

2. IP PAGING ARCHITECTURE AND PRO-
TOCOLS

In systems that use paging, mobile hosts will be in one of two
states as shown in Figure 1. When actively transmitting
or receiving data, the mobile host is in active state. In this
state the network knows the precise location of the mobile
host and can therefore deliver data quickly. If the mobile
host is inactive for a period of time, it will transition into an
idle, or standby state, during which time its location is not
precisely known1. During this period, if data arrives in the
network for the mobile host, the host must �rst be located
before data can be delivered. This procedure of locating the
mobile is broadly referred to as paging.

Recall that, when in active state, the mobile host updates
the network each time it changes its point of network attach-
ment (we assume each point of attachment is a separate base
station with an IP address). When in standby state, the mo-
bile host updates the network less frequently, i.e. only when
it changes its paging area. If a mobile host spends suÆcient
time in standby state, power saving is achieved through re-
duced transmissions of updates. Thus, power saving is a
bene�t in a network that supports paging service.

A network that supports paging service consists of several
components such as architecture, protocols, and algorithms.
A paging architecture determines where paging state is stored.
A paging protocol determines which node initiates paging,
de�nes the messages exchanged between various nodes in
the architecture, and is responsible for updating and main-
taining paging state. A paging algorithm determines how
and where a mobile host is searched - for example, search-
ing entire paging areas in parallel by broadcasting paging
messages, or searching paging areas in smaller increments
sequentially.

The focus of this paper is on novel IP paging architectures,
protocols, and algorithms that are necessary for providing
the paging service. IP paging architecture and protocols
determine the scalability, reliability, deployability, and eÆ-
ciency of the paging service but do not a�ect the amount of
power saving directly - power saving is a bene�t in a net-
work that supports paging and is directly impacted by fac-
tors such as the usage, mobility pattern, and update policies
of the mobile host.

Note that networks that support paging also have well-de�ned
wireless link-layer paging support. The link-layer support al-
lows for a mobile host to listen to broadcast page messages

1Note that exact synchronization is not required.
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periodically in a very energy eÆcient manner. Thus, we
assume that the IP paging protocols de�ned in this paper
leverage the eÆcient link-layer mechanism when the page
messages are transmitted over the wireless medium and use
IP paging protocol messages only over wired links.

In the following sections, we describe the three paging archi-
tecture and protocols in detail, and discuss how they meet
our goals qualitatively. We quantify their characteristics in
subsequent sections.

Since IP paging is intricately connected with IP mobility
support, we present our paging protocols in the context of
Mobile IP. Mobile IP de�nes two entities to provide mobility
support: a home agent and a foreign agent. Foreign agents
are identi�ed by a care-of address. Packets sent to the mo-
bile host are intercepted by the home agent which then tun-
nels the data packets to the mobile host through the foreign
agent using the care-of address. The foreign agent may be
present at the base station or run locally at the mobile host,
in which case the care-of address is known as a co-located
care-of address.

2.1 Home Agent Paging
Home Agent paging is performed in a centralized manner
at the Mobile IP home agent. This is illustrated in Fig-
ure 2(a). When a mobile host registers with its home agent,
it includes the identity of its current paging area. When a
packet destined for a mobile host in standby state arrives
at the home agent, the home agent bu�ers the packet and
contacts all the base stations in the paging area (message
1). The base stations subsequently page over the air (mes-
sage 2). The mobile host then registers its current location
with the home agent (messages 3 and 4), which delivers the
bu�ered as well as subsequent packets. It is possible to use
a multicast address to identify a paging area. This requires
the use of a globally visible multicast address which may not
be scalable. Otherwise, the home agent must have access to
a database containing paging area information. A discussion
of the use of multicast for paging can be found in Section 7.

We characterize this protocol as centralized because the pag-
ing initiator (home agent) is a statically determined, central-
ized entity. This results in a simple protocol implementation
that is required only at the home agent and mobile host. It
is exible in that di�erent update and paging algorithms
may be implemented in the home agent and mobile hosts.

However, this approach has some drawbacks. Since home
agents may be located some distance from the mobile hosts,
search costs may be high resulting in reduced eÆciency.
Also, since home agents in wide-area wireless networks are
expected to serve thousands of mobile users, increasing the
scalability of the centralized home agent could result in high
costs. For the same reason, the failure of a home agent or
paging process in a home agent would render all the mobile
hosts it serves as unreachable, decreasing reliability. How-
ever, this is a characteristic of home agents for data delivery
in basic mobile IP as well.

In terms of deployment, the home agent requires the ad-
dresses of the base stations in the paging area; since the
base stations and the home agent can belong to di�erent
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Figure 2: Home Agent and Foreign Agent paging

administrative domains, the paging information could be
considered con�dential and may not be available. Also, for
a home agent to support global roaming of its mobile hosts,
it would have to access databases with network con�guration
information for every access network, which is problematic.

The Home Agent paging approach is similar to the cen-
tralized paging implementations in current wide-area cellu-
lar networks; in GPRS, paging is performed at the Serving
GPRS Service Node (SGSN) [3], while in CDMA, it is im-
plemented at the Mobile Switching Center (MSC) [2]. The
main di�erence is that cellular paging is always performed
inside the visiting network rather than from the home net-
work as in Home Agent paging, thus avoiding the con�den-
tiality and scalability issues of Home Agent paging.

2.2 Foreign Agent Paging
Foreign Agent paging addresses many of the issues with
Home Agent paging. In Foreign Agent paging, paging is
initiated from the mobile host's last attached foreign agent
(base station). As shown in Figure 2(b), when a packet
destined for a mobile host in standby state arrives at the
home agent, the home agent tunnels the packet to the foreign
agent as in basic Mobile IP. Thus, the home agent is unaware
of paging or standby states of the mobile host. The foreign
agent bu�ers the packet and contacts the base stations (for-
eign agents) in the paging area (message 1); the base stations
subsequently page over the air (message 2). The mobile host
then registers its new location (foreign agent) with the home
agent (messages 3 and 4), and also simultaneously informs
the previous foreign agent (message 5) so that the bu�ered
packet can be forwarded. If the mobile host happened to
remain at its previous base station, messages 4 and 5 are
avoided.

We characterize Foreign Agent paging as quasi-centralized
because while paging for a given mobile host is distributed
among the di�erent foreign agents in the network, the paging
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initiator is statically determined and �xed (previous foreign
agent) at any given time. This approach is fairly simple to
implement, requiring changes to foreign agents and mobile
hosts. It also provides scalability since the processing load of
paging mobile hosts is distributed among the di�erent for-
eign agents in the network. Furthermore, the con�dentiality
issues of Home Agent paging are avoided since paging is lo-
calized to one administrative domain, making the system
eÆcient and deployable. The system is somewhat exible
in that di�erent update and paging algorithms can be im-
plemented in the mobile hosts and foreign agents, and it is
compatible with a basic Mobile IP network. However, this
approach will not work with the mobile host CCOA option
of Mobile IP.

In Foreign Agent Paging, the reliability concerns are more
serious than the Home Agent paging approach. In Home
Agent paging, home agent failure would leave the mobile
host disconnected. In Foreign Agent Paging, in addition,
even in the presence of an end-to-end path to the mobile
host, the failure of the previous foreign agent could result
in the mobile host being unreachable inde�nitely (since the
previous foreign agent is the paging initiator).

Foreign agent paging is similar to paging in cellular data net-
works such as GPRS or CDMA in that paging is initiated in
the current serving area of a mobile host. The main di�er-
ence is that the cellular networks rely on link level protocols
to disseminate paging information to the base stations, while
in Foreign Agent paging, the foreign agents are on base sta-
tions, so IP is used to distribute the paging messages.

2.3 Domain Paging
In order to comprehensively address the shortcomings of
Home Agent and Foreign Agent paging, we propose a router
assisted paging scheme called Domain paging. In Domain
paging, paging state is distributed among the routers and
base stations in a domain rather than at one �xed node
such as the foreign agent or the home agent. This is similar
to the HAWAII micro-mobility protocol [13] where routing
state is distributed among the routers and base stations in
the domain. In this paper we de�ne a domain to be an
autonomous system in the Internet (like a stub domain in
the transit stub domain model of the Internet [1]2). The
gateway into each domain is called the domain root router.
The routers/base station in the path from the domain root
router to a given mobile host maintain routing and paging
information for that mobile host, while other routers in the
domain have no speci�c knowledge of the same mobile host.

In Domain paging, when a mobile host is in active state, it
sends an update message to the domain root router when-
ever it moves out of its current base station. When the
mobile host is in standby state, it sends an update mes-
sage to the domain root router only when it moves out of
its paging area. These messages are propagated hop-by-hop
along the path from the mobile host's current base station
to the domain root router, thereby creating new routing and
paging state on each router/base station in the path3. The

2In the transit stub domain model there might be a few
stub-to-stub edges but these occurrences in the Internet is
rare and will be ignored in this paper.
3In Home/Foreign Agent paging, such an update would re-
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identity of the domain root router is periodically advertised
in all the paging areas of the domain4.

Figure 3 illustrates Domain paging using a simple example.
Here, the foreign agent is co-located with the mobile host
(CCOA option of Mobile IP). The paging area is identi�ed
using an administratively-scoped IP multicast group address
(239.0.0.1) [9]. When a packet is received for the mobile host
that is in standby state, a router or base station along the
path from the domain router to the last (recorded) base sta-
tion of the mobile host dynamically selects itself to be the
page initiator (router R3 in Figure 3). The page initiator
then bu�ers the packet and sends out a page request for the
mobile host in the paging area (message 1). On receiving
a page request (message 2) the mobile host sends a page
response to the initiating router (message 3). This page
response also propagates hop-by-hop thereby updating the
routing and paging information along the path (message 4)
. On receiving the page response, the page initiator trans-
mits the packet which is now routed to the mobile host with
the help of the state created due to the page response. Any
future packets meant for the mobile are also routed in the
same way. We note that paging functionality can be imple-
mented in a router without a�ecting its fast path forwarding
prowess through the use of virtual interfaces (as described
in the next section). The detailed description of Domain
paging procedures is presented in Appendix A.

The decision as to whether to initiate paging from a router
or base station is con�gurable; it is dependent on how much
of the paging load needs to be shared by each router or base
station. One possible measure of paging load, that we use
in this paper, is the number of outstanding paging requests.

sult in a new tunnel establishment between the home agent
and the foreign agent.
4If routers in the domain do not support Domain paging,
this reduces to Foreign Agent paging.
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The distribution of paging functionality among the routers
and base stations in the domain serves the dual purpose of
load balancing for performance and fail-over for reliability.
When base stations or routers fail, paging can be initiated
from another node, using a simple soft-state refresh mecha-
nism.

One can view Domain paging as a generalization of Foreign
Agent paging where a base station or a router is dynam-
ically selected as the paging initiator, thus resulting in a
completely distributed approach. This avoids the reliabil-
ity issues with Foreign Agent paging (also examined quan-
titatively in Section 6) while retaining the scalability and
eÆciency bene�ts of a distributed approach. Domain pag-
ing is exible and allows multiple paging algorithms to be
implemented. Also, since Domain paging is localized to one
administrative domain, con�dentiality issues of Home Agent
paging are avoided. Furthermore, unlike Foreign Agent pag-
ing, which could generate updates to home agent (message 4
in Figure 2(b)), Domain paging is truly localized and results
in no updates to the home agent due to paging. Unlike Home
Agent and Foreign Agent paging, this approach works both
with the co-located care-of option of Mobile IP (shown in the
example) as well as the network-based foreign agent option.

The bene�ts of Domain paging do not come for free. Domain
paging requires additional functionality in the routers of the
wireless network domains for bu�ering packets at page ini-
tiators and also for processing and maintaining paging state
at routers. Therefore, Domain Paging is not as simple to
implement nor as easy to deploy as the other protocols. One
way to ease deployment is to allow for incremental updates
of selective routers in the domain with paging functional-
ity and augmenting the protocol with tunneling as proposed
in [6] but this will result in reduced performance.

3. PAGING ALGORITHMS
Paging algorithms determine how and where (which base
stations) a mobile host is searched. In this section, we
describe three well-known paging algorithms [18]. In the
descriptions of the three paging protocols so far, we as-
sumed that all the base stations in the paging area are
paged. We refer to this paging algorithm as the Fixed algo-
rithm. More sophisticated paging algorithms, which search
the paging area hierarchically or exploit locality of user
movement, termed Hierarchical and Last-location paging,
have also been proposed and studied in the literature [18].
Since paging algorithms are intricately connected with pag-
ing protocols, we would like to study the impact of di�erent
paging algorithms on the three paging protocols. We de-
scribe these well-known paging algorithms briey.

� Fixed paging: In Fixed paging, the base stations that
comprise a paging area are �xed by a network admin-
istrator. Thus, the network knows the current paging
area of the mobile host and broadcasts a page message
to all the base stations in the paging area.

� Hierarchical paging: This is a generalization of the
Fixed paging. The paging area is divided into hier-
archies by the network administrator. The network
pages the base stations at the �rst level of hierarchy.
If there is no response within a timeout interval, the

network pages the next level of hierarchy and this pro-
cess is repeated until the entire paging area is searched.

� Last-location paging: In Last-location paging, the net-
work �rst pages only the mobile host's last known base
station. If there is no response to the page within a
timeout interval, the network then pages all other base
stations in the paging area. In the case of networks
with low mobility users, probing the user's last known
location can reduce paging load signi�cantly.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
In this section we describe our implementation of Domain
paging. The two main goals for this implementation are to

� show how paging functionality can be implemented in
a router (though PC{based) without a�ecting its fast
path forwarding prowess, and,

� measure processing times associated with di�erent pag-
ing operations in a real system.

We choose to implement Domain paging since it has the
main functionality of both Home Agent paging (when a
router initiates paging) and Foreign Agent paging (when a
base station initiates paging), thus serving as a superset of
all three paging protocols. We implement all three paging
algorithms (described in Section 3) in conjunction with the
Domain paging protocol.

Our implementation platform is a PC{based router running
FreeBSD 3.1. Equivalent functionality, such as virtual ports,
is also available on most routers and our implementation
could be adapted for them. Figure 4 illustrates the di�erent
components of our protocol software and its interaction with
the kernel. The paging protocol is implemented in user space
and send/receives protocol messages on a well-known UDP
port. This allows for ease of testing and deployment.

Recall that mobile hosts may be in one of two states, ac-
tive and standby, and paging is initiated when the host is in
standby state only. Since the paging daemon is implemented
in user space, it is most eÆcient if only packets destined
for mobile hosts in standby state are sent to the user level
paging daemon while packets destined for mobile host in ac-
tive state are forwarded in the kernel itself. We achieve this
through the use of a tunnel interface in FreeBSD. The tunnel
interface is a pseudo network interface that delivers packets
to user level processes. The paging daemon simply main-
tains the kernel routing entries through the routing socket
interface such that routing entries for active mobile hosts
point to real outgoing interfaces; when the mobile hosts are
idle and change to standby state, the paging daemon changes
the respective routing entries to point to the tunnel inter-
face. In this way, the paging protocol selectively receives
only those packets for which paging is necessary while the
kernel forwards all incoming packets as usual in the fast
path.

One issue with initiating paging is the need for the daemon
to know on which interface the packet arrived (Line 2 in Fig-
ure 10 in appendix A). Since the FreeBSD tunnel interface
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does not provide the interface information with the data
packet, we added a new ioctl option to pass the interface
information from the kernel to the paging protocol daemon
in the user address space with each data packet. This new
ioctl option requires adding about 10 lines of code in the
kernel.

Finally, when a page response is received, the paging initia-
tor updates the kernel routing entry for the mobile host and
uses the raw IP socket to deliver the bu�ered IP packet(s)
to the mobile host. Subsequent IP packets for the mobile
host are forwarded directly by the kernel.

We built a testbed consisting of one PC serving as a router,
two PCs serving as base stations, and a mobile host. The
router is connected to the base stations through a 100Mb/s
Ethernet and the mobile host is connected to the base sta-
tions through a 2Mb/s WaveLAN. We present the CPU pro-
cessing time for di�erent aspects of the paging protocol pro-
cessing. All these measurements were obtained on 333MHz
PCs running the FreeBSD 3.1 operating system.

Each experiment involves sending a series of ICMP echo re-
quest (ping) packets, with a period of one second, to a given
mobile host. When this packet arrives at the testbed do-
main, the ICMP packet is bu�ered and a page request is
initiated by the Domain paging protocol. When the mobile
host responds to the page request from one of the base sta-
tions, the bu�ered ICMP echo request packet is forwarded
to the mobile host, which then replies with an ICMP echo
reply packet. Thus, the latency for the �rst ping packet
includes the cost of paging. Subsequent ping packets are
routed along the fast path, resulting in no paging overhead.
This experiment is repeated over 100 times to obtain various
paging processing timings in the presence of paging.

Now, in Domain paging, paging can be initiated either at a
router or at the base station. The processing needs of router

initiated Domain paging and base station initiated Domain
paging are comparable to the processing needs of Home
Agent paging and Foreign Agent paging respectively. In
Table 1, we present results for both possibilities of page ini-
tiation for all three paging algorithms (Fixed, Last-location,
and Hierarchical). Table 1 also represents the three algo-
rithms for the two cases of whether the user was located at
the previous base station (found) or not (not).

Paging protocol processing can be classi�ed into four main
functions: init page request (receive the IP data packet
from the tunnel interface, bu�er the packet, and initiate a
page request to appropriate base station(s)), retry page request
(increment page request sequence number and send page re-
quest to di�erent base stations) recv init page request (re-
ceive the page request and initiate a page request over the air
interface), recv page response (receive the page response,
update the paging/routing entry in the kernel, and, if nec-
essary, forward the response to the initiator). Note that
there are minor di�erences to the functionality depending
on whether the function is implemented at a base station or
in a router.

We make a couple of interesting observations regarding the
processing numbers. Consider the case when a router is
initiating the page and the user is found at the previous
location (highlighted numbers in columns 2, 4, and 6, in
Table 1). The init page request processing at the router
in the Fixed and Hierarchical algorithms is 0:173ms and
0:196ms respectively but the same item is 0:323ms for Last-
location algorithm. The reason is that the Last-location
scheme needs to perform a route lookup in the kernel in order
to send a unicast paging request to the right base station
while, in the Fixed and Hierarchical case, we just send a
page message to the appropriate multicast group. Another
observation is that, in general, recv page response is more
expensive than other processing (0:2 � 0:4ms vs less than
0:2ms for init processing) because only recv page response
processing involves updating the kernel fast path routing
entries.

In the next section we use the measured paging processing
times from Table 1 in order to compare the paging latencies
of di�erent paging protocols in a simulator that simulates
a highly loaded network with millions of users and up to
hundred nodes. While the above measurements have as-
sumed that processing is devoted solely to paging, paging
processing will have to share CPU resources with other pro-
tocols and administrative tasks in a router. Thus, while the
qualitative results of the next section will still hold true in
a deployed system, processing paging protocol messages in
real networks. could become a bottleneck at much lower
loads than the loads we simulated.

5. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
We simulate the three paging protocols for di�erent pag-
ing algorithms in order to characterize paging latency and
updates. We use the paging processing measurements from
Table 1 and mobility and call traces available from [16] to
drive our simulator. These mobility traces have been shown
to provide a realistic framework for modeling connection ori-
ented traÆc in Personal Communication Networks and have
been corroborated using measurements and surveys of ac-
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Router initiated (HA) Fixed Fixed Last-loc. Last-loc. Hier. Hier.
(found) (not) (found) (not) (found) (not)

init page request (router) 0.173 0.173 0.323 0.316 0.196 0.203
retry page request(router) - - - 0.157 - 0.155
recv init page request(bs) 0.080 0.080 0.082 0.068 0.079 0.066
recv page response(bs) 0.378 0.378 0.331 0.317 0.334 0.316
recv page response(router) 0.279 0.279 0.190 0.193 0.204 0.215
Base station initiated (FA)
init page request (bs) 0.197 0.199 0.183 0.189 0.197 0.213
retry page request(bs) - - - 0.117 - 0.118
recv init page request(bs) 0.106 0.113 - 0.114 0.106 0.114
recv page response(bs) 0.237 0.233 0.251 0.234 0.249 0.232
recv page response(router) - 0.429 - 0.413 - 0.428

Table 1: Paging processing times in milliseconds

tual human activities [8]. The simulation results presented
in this paper use two traces of one hour duration, one rep-
resenting wide-area traÆc and other representing local-area
traÆc, called Bay Area Location Information (BALI) and
Stanford University Local Area (SULA) respectively. In ad-
dition to call traces, we add trace information representing
paging due to messaging traÆc in order to simulate higher
paging load representative of future applications. The inter-
arrival time between two messages to a given user is assumed
to be exponentially distributed as in [18].

The simulation network topology of BALI is the San Fran-
cisco Bay area with 90 zones. These zones can be mapped
logically to the base stations in our earlier discussion since
IP-level hando�s in currently deployed networks will occur
initially only across these zones rather than base stations.
The simulation network topology of SULA is 36 zones in a
six-by-six wrapped mesh. The total number of users is about
1.8 to 2 million in each of the traces, thus making SULA a
more dense network than BALI. The trace �le contains call
and mobility details. We map each call trace to a paging
event for the callee. The paging load due to such calls is
up to 2 pages/hr/user. In addition, the paging load due to
simulated messaging traÆc is up to 60 pages/hr/user.

In order to simulate IP paging in this network, we divide the
zones into paging areas. In our simulated network topology,
each set of six neighboring zones form a paging area. The
domain has a router hierarchy of two with one mid-level
router for each paging area and one domain root router.

The two metrics that we are interested in are average pag-
ing latency for delivering a packet to the paged host and
the number of updates to the home agent due to paging and
movement of mobile hosts. It is essential to keep the av-
erage paging latency low since this directly contributes to
the delay in contacting the user. It is also important to the
keep the number of updates to the home agent low so that
cross-network traÆc and home agent processing overhead
are reduced.

5.1 Paging Latency
In Figure 5, we plot the average paging latencies for dif-
ferent paging loads in SULA and BALI traces for Home
Agent, Foreign Agent, and Domain paging protocols. Pag-
ing loads throughout the rest of this section is in number of
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Figure 5: Paging latency vs paging load

pages/hr/user. The Fixed paging algorithm is used with a
paging area size of six zones. We also make the conservative
assumption that the delay to the Home Agent is negligi-
ble; otherwise, a factor of 1.5 round trip delay between the
Home Agent and the base station must be added to the
Home Agent paging latencies.

First consider Home Agent paging. In order for Home Agent
paging to scale to reasonable loads, multiple processors are
used for a single home agent. In this case, mobile hosts are
statically mapped to the di�erent home agent processors
uniformly. It is clear from Figure 5(a) that Home Agent
paging with just one processor does not scale well with load
since the centralized home agent becomes a bottleneck. In
order to achieve comparable performance with Domain and
Foreign Agent paging, the Home Agent paging needs 5 and
13 processors for the SULA and BALI traces respectively

Now consider Foreign Agent and Domain paging. In this
topology with six zones in the paging area, Foreign Agent
paging uses six base station processors for processing while
Domain paging uses one additional mid-level router as well.
By using the router, which gives 16% gain in processing
power, Domain paging is able to support about 11% in
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Figure 6: Impact of paging area size

higher paging load over Foreign Agent paging in this partic-
ular con�guration at 100ms latency. Our experiments (not
shown) also indicated that the additional processing power
reduces the 99 percentile paging latency more signi�cantly
than the average latencies. Thus, Domain paging is able to
support the highest call load among the three protocols by uti-
lizing available processing resources (routers) in the domain
eÆciently.

5.2 Impact of varying paging area size
We now consider the impact of paging area size. Having
a larger paging area reduces the number of updates to the
home agent since the user sends an update in standby state
only when the user crosses a paging area. However, a larger
paging area implies that the user has to be paged in more
zones, resulting in higher processing load and higher pag-
ing latency. Thus, there is a trade-o� between latency and
number of updates that impacts the desired paging area size.

Figure 6(a) shows the number of updates to the home agent
versus di�erent paging area sizes for Foreign Agent and Do-
main paging at di�erent loads (Home Agent paging, not
shown, results in a very high number of updates because
each page request results in an update). The number of
updates when there is no paging is 149/s. When the pag-
ing area size is 9, the number of updates in Foreign Agent
and Domain paging is reduced by 19% and 72% respectively.
In the case of Foreign Agent paging, recall that, apart from
movement related updates, updates to the home agent occur
in cases when the user is paged and is found at a new for-
eign agent (message 4 in Figure 2(b)). This results in higher
number of updates than Domain paging in which there are
only movement related updates and no updates when the
user is paged (Figure 3). Thus, Domain paging has the least
number of updates to the home agent.

Now consider �gure 6(b) where paging latency is plotted
against di�erent paging area sizes for Foreign Agent and
Domain paging. As expected, the paging latency increases
with increase in paging area size due to the increased pag-
ing processing load. However, since Domain paging uses the

routers in the network in addition to the base stations, Do-
main paging is able to support higher paging area sizes than
Foreign Agent paging. In the �gures shown, Domain paging
is able to support paging area sizes from two to nine while
Foreign Agent paging is unable to support a paging area
size of nine (the paging processors get overloaded). Finally,
a paging area size of six seems optimal for this trace result-
ing in low latency and lower updates to the home agent.

5.3 Impact of varying paging algorithms
Finally we consider the di�erence in the three paging al-
gorithms: Fixed, Last-location, and Hierarchical. In Fig-
ure 7(a),(b), and (c) we plot the impact of the three paging
algorithms on the three paging protocols. The results are for
the SULA trace where user mobility is low (high locality).

In the case of Home Agent paging in Figure 7(a), we �nd
that the Last-location algorithm performs the worst while
the Fixed algorithm performs the best. This seemingly un-
expected result even in the presence of high user locality
has a reasonable explanation: the Last-location algorithm
increases the load at the initiator (see Table 1, row 1) while
reducing the load in the base stations. In the case of Home
Agent paging, since the paging initiator (home agent) is the
bottleneck, Last-location algorithm has the undesirable ef-
fect of reducing the paging performance of Home Agent pag-
ing. On the other hand, in the case of Foreign Agent and
Domain paging, where base station processing is the bottle-
neck, Last-location performs the best.

Finally, while the Hierarchical algorithm is a generalization
of the Fixed algorithm, it does not perform as well as the
Fixed algorithm in terms of paging latency for all three pro-
tocols because 1) the Hierarchical algorithm could result in
multiple paging initiations, the cost of which is much higher
than paging processing at the base station and 2) the impact
of unnecessary retries, discussed next. The main motivation
to using the hierarchical algorithm is to potentially reduce
the number of page messages over the wireless link.

In the Last-location and Hierarchical algorithms, a retry
timeout interval was used to retry paging at di�erent lo-
cations. An unnecessary retry occurs when the paging ini-
tiator's retry timeout expires before the host's page response
to the initial page request arrives (page response is delayed
due to queueing and processing at di�erent nodes). Higher
number of unnecessary retries due to low retry timeout value
results in increasing the paging load and latency. Hence,
in Figure 7(d), as the retry timeout value is increased, the
average paging latency decreases up to a certain value (be-
cause of reduced number of unnecessary retries). Beyond
this value, the average paging latency starts increasing. This
is because the cost of locating the host after the retry time-
out is now higher due to the larger timeout value. Thus, the
Hierarchical algorithm needs a load dependent retry timeout
value. The adaptive tuning of this parameter is the subject
of future study.

5.4 Performance results summary
We �nd that, among the three paging protocols, Domain
paging supported the highest paging load at a given paging
latency. Foreign Agent paging is also able to support a fairly
high load in comparison to Home Agent paging. However,
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Figure 7: Impact of paging algorithms (SULA, paging area=6)

Home Agent paging can still be useful in small networks
with low paging load due to its simplicity.

With respect to the number of updates to the home agent,
the Domain paging protocol results in the least number of
updates with about 70% reduction compared to the case
when paging is not used; Foreign Agent paging results in
a reduction of about 20%. These results highlight the eÆ-
ciency of a truly localized paging architecture. We also �nd
that optimal sizing of paging area is impacted by a trade-o�
between update rates and paging processing latencies.

Finally, among the three paging algorithms, we �nd that
while the Last-location algorithm performs the best in For-
eign Agent and Domain paging, it is the worst performer in
Home Agent paging. This unexpected result for the Home
Agent paging architecture is explained by the fact that Last-
location exacerbates the source of bottleneck in Home Agent
paging, viz., paging initiation processing.

6. RELIABILITY
In this section, we perform a preliminary unavailability anal-
ysis to illustrate the qualitative di�erences in the reliability
of the three paging protocols. We calculate the unavail-
ability based on the time the network is unavailable to a
mobile user. This results in a conservative estimate since
this assumes all users are actively using the network during
failures, a likely scenario in peak-hour usage.

In our availability analysis, we are primarily interested in the
failure of three components: home agents, Foreign Agents,
and Domain Routers. In our failure model, we assume that
failures of these components are independent, and multiple
simultaneous failures do not occur. For simplicity, we also
assume that the mean recovery time for each of these com-
ponents are the same in the three paging protocols and be
denoted tHA, tFA and tR respectively. Let the mean time
between failure for each of the components be denoted by
tM .

Let N denote the average number of routers in a domain in

the path from the home agent to any Foreign Agent. Let
� be the percentage of the users in a domain that move
out of the domain coverage while still in session and Æ be
the percentage of users under the coverage of a foreign agent
that move out of the foreign agent coverage in standby mode.

Network unavailability probability5, U , in our failure model
can be de�ned as

U = �i2component
Mean recovery time(i)

Mean time between failure(i)

In the case of Home Agent paging,

UHA = (tHA + tFA +NtR)=tM ;

since users are impacted equally when an home agent, for-
eign agent or a router in the path between home agent or
foreign agent fails.

In the case of Foreign Agent paging,

UFA = (tHA + tFA + ÆtFA +NtR)=tM :

As compared to Home Agent paging, the extra term, ÆtFA,
models the impact of failure of foreign agents that serve as
paging initiators for users who move away from the foreign
agent and thus are unreachable.

In the case of Domain paging,

UDomain = (�tHA + tFA +NtR)=tM ;

since users are a�ected by their home agent failure only when
they move out of the domain while still in session (otherwise,
they have no home agents).

For the performance examples in this section, we use N = 2,
� = 0:1, tM = 1 month, and Æ = 0:5. We plot the sensi-
tivity of U for each of the paging protocols to home agent
and foreign agent recovery times (all protocols are equally
impacted by the failure of routers in our model). Figure 8(a)

5Availability would simply be 1 - unavailability
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Figure 8: Unavailability probability

plots the unavailability probability of the three paging pro-
tocols in log scale versus home agent recovery time with
tR = 30 and tFA = 120 seconds. Typical unavailability
for systems such as the mobile switching center ranges be-
tween 0.0001 and 0.00001 [10]. It is clear that the Domain
paging protocol's unavailability is lower than the other two
(thus, availability is higher) and this gain can be primarily
attributed to the fact that the home agent is only needed
for a small subset (�) of the users. One way to reduce the
unavailability of Foreign Agent and Home Agent paging is
to improve the reliability of home agents through replication
or other means.

Figure 8(b) plots the unavailability probability of the three
paging protocols in log scale versus foreign agent recovery
time with tR = 30 and tHA = 120 seconds. In this case, the
di�erence in unavailability between the protocols is not sig-
ni�cant with the unavailability probability of Home Agent
and Domain paging approaching the same value asymptoti-
cally while Foreign Agent paging performs the worst due to
the additional impact of the foreign agent failure as a paging
initiator failure.

While the above simple analysis illustrates the important
di�erences in reliability in the three paging protocols, there
is scope for future work both in terms of generalizing the
analysis as well as designing protocols enhancements to fur-
ther improve the reliability of all three protocols.

7. RELATED WORK AND OTHER ISSUES
There has been a urry of activity recently on IP paging sup-
port. The P-MIP [25] approach is very similar to the Foreign
Agent paging approach discussed in this paper where For-
eign Agents serve as paging initiators. The Domain paging
architecture presented in this paper is a generalization of the
HAWAII [14, 15] architecture. The Cellular IP [17] approach
also uses a fully distributed paging architecture that is sim-
ilar to Domain paging; however, Cellular IP controls who
initiates paging through static placement of paging caches
rather than dynamically determining the paging initiator
as is done in Domain paging. The Regionalized paging [6]

protocol can also be viewed as Domain paging, albeit with
tunnels to skip over routers that do not understand paging.
This paper is the �rst to comprehensively present, analyze,
and discuss the various paging protocols in an integrated
framework.

One of the important issues to consider in paging protocol
design is the use of IP multicast. Recall that multicast could
be used to distribute paging request messages to the base
stations in the paging area. The multicast group address
serves as a succinct representation of all the IP base stations
in the paging area. Furthermore, administratively scoped
addresses in Foreign Agent and Domain paging avoids un-
necessary conicts with other multicast sessions - a disad-
vantage for use of multicast in Home Agent paging. The
use of IP multicast allows for tremendous exibility. For ex-
ample, if a new base station is installed due to a cell split,
the base station just creates/joins the appropriate multicast
group. Base stations can also regroup into di�erent paging
areas, if necessary, by joining the corresponding multicast
groups. These changes are transparent to other routers in
the domain; the multicast routing protocol will automati-
cally compute the new multicast tree for each of the paging
areas. Furthermore, implementation of sophisticated paging
algorithms such as Hierarchical paging is simpli�ed and only
requires the con�guration of appropriate multicast addresses
for the di�erent levels.

The price for this exibility in network management is the
complexity of IP multicast. In our testbed, we used the
DVMRP multicast routing protocol. This protocol works
by a ood and prune mechanism to maintain the multicast
tree; the multicast route cache values at each node timed out
fairly quickly and resulted in unnecessary ooding within
the domain. The use of multicast protocols such as PIM
sparse-mode [5] or the more recent EXPRESS approach [7]
should help alleviate this problem.

Another issue is the amount of bu�ering needed for incoming
packets while paging is being performed. We believe that for
most applications a bu�er size of one packet for each mobile
host that is being paged is suÆcient. For example, typical
voice-over-IP applications using the Session Initiation Pro-
tocol would send a SIP Invite packet and wait for a response
before sending more packets; an invoke of a TCP session to
the mobile host would result in a TCP SYN packet being
sent �rst. Thus, for these common applications, one packet
per paged-host bu�er would be suÆcient, making adequate
bu�er sizing fairly inexpensive.

The IP paging service proposed in this paper is similar to
the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) mechanism present
in today's IP routers and hosts. The key di�erence is that
while ARP is used to locate a host's link layer address on
a broadcast LAN, paging can be thought of as a service to
locate a host's local area network (in other words, current
base station) from a router that is one or more hops away.
Also, there are some similarities between message delivery in
ad-hoc wireless networks and paging. However, the mobile
nature of routers themselves in ad-hoc networks results in
the need for some form of global message broadcast, while
in the case of paging, locating the mobile host attached to a
�xed infrastructure results in a more localized and directed
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Goals HA FA Domain
Simplicity yes yes somewhat
Flexibility somewhat somewhat yes
Scalability somewhat yes yes
EÆciency no somewhat yes
Reliability somewhat somewhat yes
Deployability somewhat yes somewhat

Table 2: Paging protocols

search.

Finally, note that paging functionality is not necessary for
reducing battery power consumption in mobile hosts that
only initiate sessions, for example, when using applications
such as web browsing. This is because the host can implicitly
identify its location every time it initiates a session and can
be powered o� when not in use. In fact, for these applica-
tions, Mobile IP is also not necessary since sessions last only
a short duration; every time a mobile host initiates a session
from a new location, it could obtain a new address using,
for example, DHCP, and contact the appropriate server di-
rectly. However, Mobile IP and paging become critical in
future all-IP networks with voice-over-IP and messaging ap-
plications6. In this case, sessions could be server initiated
and mobile hosts might stay powered on for long durations,
possibly awaiting incoming sessions.

8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we �rst introduced the concept of paging as
an IP service. IP paging enables a common infrastructure
and protocol to support the di�erent wireless interfaces such
as CDMA, GPRS, wireless LAN, avoiding the duplication
of several application layer paging implementations and the
inter-operability issues that exist today. We then proposed
three paging protocols, Home Agent paging, Foreign Agent
paging, and Domain paging. A comparison of the three pro-
tocols is presented in Table 2. Domain and Foreign Agent
paging have broad applicability with trade-o�s going either
way, while Home Agent paging is applicable only to lim-
ited scenarios - for example, small networks with complete
administrative control.
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Appendix A: Detailed Operation of Domain Paging

We present the detailed operation of Domain paging in this
section. We distinguish two types of entries, routing and
paging, in the base stations/routers for forwarding packets
to the mobile host. The routing entry allows for regular for-
warding of IP packets while the paging entry enables paging
processing. The operation of the router or base station with
respect to these entries is summarized in Table 3.

Before we discuss paging processing, we �rst present the
processing required to establish paging entries in the base
station and routers. Recall that a mobile host in standby
state updates the network with its paging area whenever it
crosses into a new paging area. The pseudo-code in Figure 9
illustrates the processing of such a paging update message,
containing the mobile host address and the multicast group
address (MGA) of the paging area. These protocols mes-
sages are sent on a well-known UDP port. The code shown
in Figure 9 and others presented in this section are executed
in each base station/router independently. Observe that the
execution of this code results in the processing of the update
message from the base station, in a hop-by-hop manner, up
to the domain root router establishing the latest paging area
information in these nodes. Thus, this code maintains the
following Update property:

� Update: Up-to-date paging entries are maintained for
each mobile host in all the nodes in the path from its
last attached base station in the paging area to the
domain root router.

The pseudo-code for the main paging processing including
the determination of which node initiates the paging request
is shown in Figure 10. This maintains the following Up-
stream property:

� Upstream: Paging is initiated from routers with paging
entry for the mobile host only if packets arrive from the
Domain Root Router along the upstream interface.

1. Receive protocol message from neighbor with
(MH IP ADDRESS, MGA) on Port A

2. If I am the Domain Root Router
3. Set entry to (MH IP ADDRESS! MGA, Port A)
4. else
5. Set entry to (MH IP ADDRESS! MGA, Port A)
6. Forward to upstream neighbor along default route
7. endif

Figure 9: Paging update processing in base sta-
tion/router

Maintaining the Upstream property is essential in order to
be able to page the mobile host using the up-to-date paging
area information. This is because stale paging entries cre-
ated by old paging updates may exist in internal routers for
several reasons including topology or routing changes. In
order to avoid paging using stale paging entries for packets
originating inside the domain and destined for a mobile host
in standby state, these packets will �rst be forwarded along
the default route to the domain root router. Paging is then
initiated only when these packets arrive from the correct
upstream node (line 2 in Figure 10).

1. IP packet for MH arrives at node with
entry (MH IP address ! MGA, Port A)

2. if (packet arrives from default route port
or I am Domain root Router)

3. if ((no refresh on Port A) /* Failure */
4. or (page queue < �)/*lightly loaded?*/
5. or (I am a base station)) /* Initiate Paging */
6. bu�er packet and send page to MGA
7. increase retry counter and set retry timer
8. else /* Push paging initiation downstream */
9. route the packet through Port A
10. endif
11. else
12. forward packet along default route to DRR
13. endif

Figure 10: Paging initiation in base station/router

Note that, paging is initiated at a router when there is a
potential failure due to lack of soft-state refresh messages
from downstream node (line 3) or when the queue size of
outstanding page requests is less than an administratively
con�gured value, � (line 4). The latter check is necessary
for load balancing when the router is lightly loaded7. Other-
wise, paging is initiated from the user's previous base station
by default (line 6). In Appendix B, we discuss how � can be
chosen; for now, observe that � can have any value between
zero and in�nity (representing always paging from base sta-
tion and always paging from the router). A fractional value
for � can also be implemented by using probabilistic tech-
niques.

When the base stations in the paging area receive the paging
request packet through multicast, they send out a link-layer
page message on the air interface. The mobile host sends
back a paging response message which is then processed in

7We also considered a simpler alternative where the router
determined whether it was the paging initiator probabilisti-
cally and found it to have inferior performance.
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the base station and all the routers between the base sta-
tion and the paging initiator. This processing is shown in
Figure 11. Observe that the processing of this code at each
node from the base station hop-by-hop to the paging initia-
tor helps maintain the following downstream property:

� Downstream: Processing of paging response estab-
lishes up to date routing entries along the path from
the mobile host to the paging initiator.

1. Receive protocol message from neighbor with
(MH IP ADDRESS, MGA) on Port A

2. If I am the paging initiator
3. Set entry to (MH IP ADDRESS ! Port A)
4. Forward bu�ered packets
5. else
6. Set entry to (MH IP ADDRESS ! Port A)
7. Forward response hop-by-hop towards initiator
8. endif

Figure 11: Paging response processing in each base
station/router

The correctness of the Domain paging protocol can be eas-
ily established from the Update, Upstream, and Downstream
properties. The Update and Upstream properties imply that
the router/ base station initiating the paging has the lat-
est (up to date) paging entry for a given mobile host. The
Downstream property guarantees that the routing path from
that mobile host to the paging initiator is up to date. Com-
bining the previous two statements, the routing path from
the domain root router through the paging initiator to the
mobile host is up to date after paging processing is complete,
resulting in correct delivery of data packets.

Appendix B: Impact of varying �

We consider the impact of � on Domain paging performance.
Recall that � (see Figure 10) represents the threshold for
the number of outstanding paging requests at a router be-
low which the router initiates paging. In Figure 12(a), we
plot the average paging latency versus �. We make two im-
portant observations. First, for a given load, as � increases
the average paging latency reduces upto a certain value of
� after which the average paging latency starts increasing
again. The reason for this behavior is that at low values of
�, the base stations becomes the processing bottleneck while
for high values of �, the router becomes the processing bot-
tleneck. Thus, an optimal value of � exists that minimizes
average paging latency by balancing the processing load be-
tween the base stations and the router. Second, as the load
increases, the optimal value of � also increases (note the way
the curves shift to the right in Figure 12(b)). This is because
higher values of � imply that the router is taking a higher
processing burden. At high paging load, one would expect
the router to take a higher processing burden in order to
alleviate processing load at the base stations. Thus, at high
paging load, higher � values lead to better load balancing
among the base station and routers. Note that this behavior
has an unfortunate side-e�ect: at low load, higher � values
result in higher latencies. Thus, Domain paging would ben-
e�t from an adaptive algorithm for tuning � depending on
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Figure 12: Impact of �

the paging load. This is the subject of future study. For
now, we note that the penalty for choosing a higher � value
is not signi�cantly costly in terms of latency at low load
while the higher � value supports higher loads that lower
values of � cannot. In the traces we examined, performance
was good for a wide range of � values from 2 to 10.
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